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About us
ArgoMatic was founded in 2009 and
taking advantage by the wide
experience of its members, propose
itself as a partner for companies that
find themselves facing the challenges
of the global market, needing to
automate their productive processes.
Realizing new plants or retrofitting
existing ones, we are able to improve
our customer’s productivity and
efficiency.
ArgoMatic as a company with a strong
innovative vocation, focuses on the
development of systems and products
with high technological content, in
order to bring to the market solutions
both advanced and competitive.
ArgoMatic considers the in-house
design of mechanical, hydraulic,
pneumatic, electric/electronic and
software projects of machines
strategically relevant, owning the
know-how and making it suitable for
its customers.
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PRESS
AUTOMATION
ArgoMatic
develops
and
realizes
customized solutions and products,
always consulting with the customer.
Thanks to a continuous technical upgrade
ArgoMatic is able to guarantee the delivery
of machinery with solutions that represent
the state-of-the-art.

ArgoMatic makes
the experience in
creating new systems available to its
customers, as well as offering technological
upgrades of existing machinery, providing
tailormade solutions based on the
customers’ needs.

SERVICES FOR
AUTOMATION

ArgoMatic

Solutions for
automation

Feeding. Trasport. Unload. Control.
ArgoMatic own specific solutions for each
one of this productive phases.
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Feeding and
preparation

Sheet metal feeding into the line is the first step
to automate a press stamping line.
Versatility, velocity and reliability, are our
strength.

Load and
trasport

Scalability and configurability ensure
solutions capable to load and handle parts for
single presses with single draw or progressive
dies, for multipress lines fed with blanks or
coils and for other cold drawing machines as
trimming and beading machines.

End of line

Dedicated solutions to remove the stamped
part from the die, the transfer to the next
operation or the preparation for inspection or
unload.

Line master
controller

As well as talented musicians need a great
leader to become a great orchestra, machines
need coordination to become an automatic
line.
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Industrial automation
We can supply our skills for the development of new machines, guaranteeing
the advantages of a single supplier that better integrates the solutions provided.

ArgoMatic, a single partner for a
complete package of services.

Retrofit / Revamping
Is the mechanical part still in good conditions but no longer efficient? Has a
breakdown revealed the unavailability of spare parts due to its obsolescence?
Not everything is lost!
We can intervene modernizing the plant making it efficient again.

ArgoMatic may help the end user to
modernize the in use plants.
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